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Abstract
Protein crystallization experiments were performed on the Russian space station, Mir, using liquid–liquid interface
diﬀusion. The technique was activated in orbit by the sliding together of two half-wells containing protein and
precipitant ﬂuids, respectively. Imperfections in protein crystals were analyzed from rocking curve measurements of the
diﬀracted intensities using synchrotron radiation. Data were collected on microgravity and earth-grown crystals, and 10
diﬀerent protein pairs were compared. To avoid bias, a double-blind protocol was used throughout the data analysis.
Rocking curves for individual reﬂections were analyzed in terms of crystal domains, each ﬁtted by a three-dimensional
Gaussian proﬁle. The results of Gaussian analysis were consistent with domain segregation corresponding to spatially
diﬀerent regions of the protein crystal exhibiting distinct mosaic spreads. When crystals were grown in microgravity the
domain mosaic spreads were consistent with ﬁve of 10 diﬀerent proteins exhibiting fewer imperfections, three other
proteins showed no signiﬁcant diﬀerence while a remaining two proteins displayed a greater number of apparent
imperfections. Ground (earth-grown) controls were also conducted on protein samples ﬂown to assess protein stability
as a function of solution storage time prior to protein crystal growth (PCG) activation in microgravity. Protein samples
were stored in ground controls at concentrations used to initiate crystallization, and aliquots were analyzed after a 30day period by dynamic light scattering. Polydispersity estimates indicated that prolonged storage induced heterogeneity
in all protein samples. Stable aggregates were present, and they were concentration independent, as shown by resistance
to protein sample dilution. A PCG growth model is proposed that takes into account large scale aggregation or selfimpurities present during crystal growth and predicts domain segregation. Trapping or rejection of self-impurities using
this model can qualitatively explain diﬀerences in domain mosaic spreads observed as a function of gravitational
environment. # 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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Macromolecular crystals have become a basis of
molecular biology, biochemistry, and biotechnology [1–3]. Understanding how proteins express
their biological function depends on knowledge of
the macromolecular architecture at the atomic
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level. The accuracy of structures determined by
X-ray crystallography is limited by the disorder in
the protein crystals. Focus of microgravity research in protein crystal growth (PCG) has been
based on the observation that PCG in a microgravity environment yields protein crystals that in
a number of cases have reduced disorder [4–8].
Reduction in lattice disorder by protein crystals
grown in microgravity compared to ground controls oﬀers enhanced resolution of the diﬀracted
intensities [4,8–11] and translates at the atomic
level into more precise knowledge of the protein
architecture [12].
Rocking-curve widths of the diﬀracted intensities is one of a number of techniques that have
been used to assess quality of protein crystals
[7,13–17]. A mosaic-block model has been used to
analyze diﬀraction proﬁles. The model takes into
account orientation of the blocks, their size
distribution, and variation in unit-cell dimensions
among blocks. Mosaic-block analysis, somewhat
simpler than yet complementary to analysis of
resolution limits, aﬀords a parameterized description of crystal imperfection [18]. The departure
from crystal perfection is characterized by a
mosaicity parameter derived from full-width of
the diﬀracted intensity at half-maximum (FWHM)
and obtained from rocking-curve measurements.
Proﬁle broadening is a convolution of distributions describing the mosaic spread, the intrinsic
proﬁle width of a perfect crystal as well as the
instrumental factors. FWHM characterizing the
broadening is taken as a square root of the sum of
the second moments of the individual distributions. Theoretical rocking widths for perfect
protein crystals are typically of the order of 100
(50.5  1038) [13] while instrumental factors can
be derived from primary beam divergence, bandwidth, and source size. By using synchrotron
radiation, instrumental eﬀects contribute less than
several millidegrees to FWHM [19,20]. The magnitude of these factors suggests that, when using
synchrotron radiation, mosaic disorder is the
dominant source of proﬁle broadening in protein
crystals..
Rocking-curve proﬁles have been analyzed in
terms of Lorentzian or Gaussian shape functions
[15,30] and, in case of complicated curve shapes,
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diﬀraction proﬁles are analyzed as linear sums of
such functions centered at diﬀerent peak positions
[17]. Topographical analysis of lysozyme crystals
suggests that individual diﬀraction proﬁles can
be associated with a speciﬁc scattering region
or domain in a protein crystal [21,22]. Mosaic
spread for each scattering domain is extracted
in the same manner from the physical and
instrumental broadening factors as would be in
analysis of the rocking curve proﬁle from a single
crystal.
Various crystal imperfections, or macroscopic
disorder in the protein crystal, aﬀect the rocking
width diﬀerentially and can be discriminated using
the mosaic model [18]. The origin of crystal
imperfections has been linked to growth mechanisms and impurities incorporated during the
growth process [23], environmental factors that
aﬀect growth process, as well as physical manipulation of protein crystals [17,29].
Microgravity can result in a disturbance-free
environment by suppressing ﬂuid convection. This
can inﬂuence crystal growth signiﬁcantly by
aﬀecting movement and distribution of proteins
in the bulk ﬂuid and controlling introduction of
fresh solute and attachment of solute to crystal
surfaces. Most proteins aggregate at high concentrations used in PCG, forming more-or-less
ordered structures that may be transiently or
kinetically stable. The latter are readily detected
using light scattering techniques or gel ﬁltration.
These entities or self-impurities may be a major
source of contaminants that inﬂuence growth
processes. Because of their large size and low
diﬀusivities, the movement and distribution of
such entities can be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent in
convection-free environments. The long-term storage of a puriﬁed protein in soluble form, prior
to experiment activation in microgravity, may
even increase the concentration of such entities.
Protein instability or unfolding promotes production of irreversible aggregates in a protein solution
at high concentration, especially if it has been
maintained in soluble form for several weeks.
Given the high supersaturation conditions required for nucleation, protein crystal nuclei may
contain signiﬁcant concentrations of amorphous
aggregates. Protein crystals also grow by direct
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addition of three-dimensional nuclei or volume
elements [24], and their transport by virtue of their
size will be signiﬁcantly modiﬁed in a diﬀusive
rather than convective environment. The quantitative description of crystal imperfection obtained
from mosaic spread analysis of rocking curves
should thus aﬀord insight into factors inﬂuencing
crystal quality.
Mosaic spread analysis was performed using
synchrotron radiation on protein crystals obtained
from the Canadian advanced protein crystallization experiment (CAPE) ﬂown on the Russian
Space Station, Mir and compared with an identical
analysis on earth-grown protein crystals. The
mission, a high-density PCG experiment, provided
microgravity access to the protein crystallographic
community in Canada. In total, 670 diﬀerent
crystallization experiments were performed using
several diﬀerent crystallization methods and were
intended to provide a quantitative benchmark
for protein crystal growth in microgravity.
The protein-crystallization experiments were performed using a sliding block technology that
superposes, following block activation, two ﬂuid
half-wells that were initially separated [25]. This
technology is best performed in a microgravity
environment since it is based on free liquid–liquid
interface diﬀusion of a precipitant solution against
a protein solution. Superposition allows diﬀusion
to occur, inducing nucleation and crystal growth.
Ground control protein crystals were supplied
by participating laboratories and exempliﬁed
protein crystal growth under the best laboratory
conditions.

more than 1400 diﬀerent protein crystallization samples. Physical loading of the CAPE
ﬂight hardware took place over a 5-day period.
Quality assurance personnel closely monitored all
aspects of loading to ensure that each sample was
pipetted into its assigned well. The CAPE experiment was then ﬂown by leased jet from integration
site at St. Hubert, Quebec, Canada to Cape
Kennedy, Florida launch site 3 days prior to
launch.
2.2. Crystal harvesting
The CAPE payload was retrieved shortly upon
shuttle landing at Cape Kennedy and returned by
leased jet to St. Hubert, Quebec, Canada where
sample unloading took place. The contents of each
sample well were ﬁrst drawn into 100 ml capillaries
and then each well was rinsed twice with freshly
prepared precipitant solution to retrieve all residual material. Over 3500 capillaries were harvested, documented by microscope examination
and a written analysis, and digital microscope
images were recorded. The capillaries were
then returned to the participating CAPE laboratories by end of week three. Crystals of selected
proteins were retained for mosaic-spread analysis
at the National synchrotron light source (NSLS)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Selection
was made on basis of the crystal morphology,
size } at least one dimension exceeding 100 mm,
and a crystal habit suitable for mounting in
capillaries.
2.3. Data-collection protocol

2. Experimental procedure
The CAPE mission was launched September
1997 and stayed on Mir until end of January 1998
when it was returned to earth.
2.1. Loading of CAPE samples
Loading of the CAPE ﬂight hardware commenced beginning of September 1997. Preparation and loading occurred over a 3-week
period and involved coordinated receipt of

Crystals were mounted using their mother
liquor in thin-walled capillaries and photographed
before being carefully transported to NSLS.
Rocking-curve measurements were performed at
beam line X26-C using a Brandeis 1024  1024
pixel CCD-based detector. Proﬁle scans were
taken at 0.028 intervals using normal-beam geometry such that the spindle axis (X1 -direction) was
in the horizontal plane and perpendicular to the
incident beam (X3 -direction). Crystals were initially exposed for 10 s per 0.58 step for ﬁve steps in
order to adjust the crystal-to-detector distance and
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to optimize counting times. Exposure times for
ﬁne slicing was 5–10 s for a total of 125 frames, at
the end of which the crystal was rotated 908 about
the spindle axis and exposed for another 125
frames provided radiation damage was not signiﬁcant. The starting orientation was always
chosen such that the crystal in each capillary was
on the side closest to the detector. Data were
collected ﬁrst on the ground controls for a given
protein crystal and then followed by collection
on the microgravity-grown crystals. Rockingcurve measurements were obtained from 109
crystals: 64 space grown crystals and 45 ground
controls representing 20 diﬀerent proteins. Most
protein crystal data sets were measured at least
twice. In addition, data sets were collected on
several silicon test crystals to analyze the instrumental resolution function of the X26-C beam
line. X26-C beam line parameters used for instrumental resolution function calculations were the
following: horizontal and vertical slit sizes of
0.2 mm, horizontal and vertical beam divergences
of 2 and 0.2 mrad, respectively; source to instrument distance of 20 m; Si(1 1 1) beam monochromatization and relative wavelength resolution of
4.5  104.
2.4. Double-blind experiment
To avoid possible experimenter bias in the
3-D proﬁle analysis, a double-blinded experimental protocol was employed. For each of the
diﬀraction images from the 109 protein crystal
data sets, the diﬀraction data set identiﬁcation was
removed in the Montreal laboratory, renamed
with random ID numbers, and sent to Dr. Sweet’s
laboratory at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The data processing used the data reduction
program d*trek [26] for indexing of the diﬀracted
spots, determination of the crystal orientation
matrix, and collection of successive 2-D image
slices belonging to the same reﬂection into a
contiguous record or ‘‘shoebox’’. Before returning
the shoeboxes to Montreal, Dr. Sweet’s group
introduced new random ID numbers. In this
way, the data set identities were kept hidden to
each group to ensure objectivity throughout
the analysis. Certain data sets could not be
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reduced by d*trek due to crystal splitting and
inadequate resolution and were not used in
the analysis. Data reduction resulted in both
ground and space data sets for 10 diﬀerent
protein crystal pairs that were returned to the
Montreal laboratory for rocking-curve analysis.
Proteins for which paired data sets suitable for
analysis were obtained are shown in the ﬁrst
column of Table 1.
2.5. Modeling of diﬀraction proﬁles
For each shoebox containing a 3-D proﬁle of a
Bragg reﬂection HKL, Eq. (1) was used to ﬁt the
observed pixel values from the CCD detector,
PHKL ðXÞ
¼ BHKL þ I HKL

N
X

pi ffMiHKL ; mHKL
gðXÞ;
i

ð1Þ

i¼0

where PHKL ðXÞ is the intensity recorded for
each pixel and which has Cartesian coordinates
XðX1 ; X2 ; X3 Þ, BHKL is the background, I HKL is the
net intensity, pi is the population for the ith mosaic
domain, the Gaussian basis function, j, is described below, MiHKL is a matrix describing the
anisotropic intensity broadening eﬀects due to the
ith scattering domain, and mHKL
is the vector
i
representing the ith domain peak position. This
representation attributes to each crystallite domain, as has been done in 1-D analysis [17], a peak
position, mHKL
, and speciﬁc mosaic spread parai
meters, MiHKL . The linear sum of populationweighted functions, j { }, then accounts for the
presence of more than one mosaic domain. For a
given crystal, the population parameters should be
similar for all Bragg reﬂections HKL because they
reﬂect the total volume ratios of the scattering
domains in the crystal.
Although the analysis allows potential use of
any functional description, Gaussian functions are
good representations not only of spatial interference but also of data that have been subject to
instrumental eﬀects. In the limit of an inﬁnite
number of instrumental eﬀects, any diﬀraction
proﬁle has a Gaussian shape. Gaussian functions
are also easy to use in making corrections for
instrumental broadening. The 3-D Gaussian basis
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Table 1
Data analysis and crystallization condition references of protein samples ﬂown on CAPE
Protein

Environment

Data points

Gaussian functions

Goodness of ﬁt

hpixelsi

hni

hw2i

Crystallization reference

Cholesterol oxidase

Ground
Space

4718
4792

2.7
3.6

0.88
1.27

Croteau, Vrielink [37]

Duck I crystallin

Ground
Space

1621
3214

2.9
3.4

0.77
0.82

Abu-Abed et al. [38]

E.coli aldolase

Ground
Space

5130
6371

5.2
5.4

1.16
1.04

Blom et al. [39]

Fru-1,6 pase

Ground
Space

12 705
5085

7.1
2.9

1.60
0.67

Zhu et al. [40]

H162N Duck II crystallin

Ground
Space

9450
4932

4.3
4.1

0.70
1.03

Vallee et al. [41]

Lysozyme

Ground
Space

4193
4095

3.7
2.7

1.45
0.99

Pusey et al. [42]

Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1

Ground
Space

16 469
13337

8.9
6.9

1.27
0.91

Courtesy of Dr. R. Read

Rabbit muscle aldolase

Ground
Space

5500
8609

4.6
2.3

1.32
0.69

Blom, Sygusch [43]

Thaumatin

Ground
Space

3085
3545

4.0
2.6

1.02
0.95

Ng et al. [10]

Xylanase

Ground
Space

5705
4371

4.6
3.4

1.12
1.41

Bedarkar et al. [44]

function has the following form:
ffMI ; mI gðX1 ; X2 ; X3 Þ
¼

ðdet M 1 Þ1=2
ð2pÞ3=2
"
#
3 X
3
1X
1
 exp 
ðXI  mI ÞMIJ
ðXJ  mJ Þ :
2 I¼1 J¼1
ð2Þ

Given the non-linear behavior of the basis
functions in terms of reﬁnable parameters, leastsquares regression analysis requires reasonable
initial estimates for one to reﬁne the peak
positions, mI , and anisotropic mosaic spread
parameters, MIJ . The second moment about the
mean mI for the Ith Gaussian function deﬁnes the

half-width of the Gaussian function in the XI
direction. M33 then represents the mosaic spread
uncorrected for instrumental factors of the ith
domain. Multiple peak recognition and estimates
of the reﬁnable model parameters is not readily
automated in 3-D diﬀraction proﬁle ﬁtting and
often requires manual intervention. An interactive
graphical interface was constructed that provides
initial estimates of the parameters characterizing
each domain and then reﬁnes these estimates by
non-linear iterative least squares analysis.
2.6. Computer program
The 3-D graphical interface program
was written using the MATLAB language to
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Fig. 1. Shoebox display of a rocking-curve proﬁle for rabbit muscle aldolase comprising 15  15  23 pixels. Panels on left show
diﬀerences between observed and calculated values, middle panels correspond to observed data, while right panels show calculated
values from the least squares analysis. Scales in panels A, D and G are in sigma units. Each pixel value was normalized by residual
standard deviation of the diﬀerence between observed and calculated values. Positive deviations are shown in shades of light gray while
negative deviations are in graduations of red. Panels B and C are in pixel values, shown as a gray-scale display, for each 2-D image
along the rocking curve. Panels D–F show linear proﬁles obtained by plotting the intensity value of the same pixel, indicated by the left
arrow in panel B, for each section. Panels G–I show a linear proﬁle taken through pixel indicated by the right arrow in panel B. Panels
E and H clearly show that the particular crystal contained at least four diﬀerent resolvable domains, several of which are spatially
distinct. Goodness of ﬁt attained was 1.38.

implement the above formalism and will be
presented elsewhere. The program uses MATLAB
version 5.3 (obtained from the MathWorks Inc,
Natick, MA) and can run on both SGI /IRIX and
Windows NT operating systems. In Fig. 1, a
shoebox representing an actual diﬀraction proﬁle
containing distinct peaks is analyzed. The program
estimates peak positions, mI , and mosaic spread

parameters, MIJ , for each of the three peaks. As
can be seen, compared to the 3-D analysis, a line
or 1-D representation would not resolve the
intensity peaks. The reﬁnement results for each
ﬁne slice in a given shoebox are displayed in Fig. 1
showing observed and calculated values as well as
diﬀerences between the observed and calculated
values.
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2.7. Data analysis

2.8. Mosaic spreads

The great majority of the intensities chosen for
analysis lay within a 308 wedge of the plane
perpendicular to the rotation axis. This selection
strategy minimizes proﬁle broadening due to both
Lorentz factor and beam divergence. For each
ground control and space-grown crystal, the
shoeboxes were sorted as a function of resolution
and at least 10 reﬂections were chosen uniformly
sampled and of highest signal intensity within the
given resolution shell. Whenever possible, protein
data sets having comparatively weaker or an
insuﬃcient number of strong intensities were not
used in the analysis. Noise in weak reﬂections
fI510sðIÞg did not allow for the same level of
discrimination of scattering domains as for strong
intensities. To prevent data overﬁtting, the
weighted goodness of ﬁt was used as an objective
statistical criterion to terminate function ﬁtting
[27]. Analysis of the diﬀracted proﬁles thus
consisted of adding recognizable scattering domains via the graphical interface until the goodness-of-ﬁt value approached 1 for a given proﬁle.
Residual ﬂuctuations in the data less than 5
standard deviations were not considered signiﬁcant. Weights used for the analysis were based on
Poissonian counting statistics. For each proﬁle,
convergence was attained when all reﬁnable parameters had shifts less than their standard deviation.
Standard deviations were estimated from the
normal equation matrix. Depending on the number
of ﬁne slices per shoebox, the amount of observations used in the reﬁnement per shoebox was
generally between 3000 and 15 000 pixels. The
graphical interface was very useful for those cases
requiring manual intervention due to slow convergence or divergence. Residual proﬁles were identiﬁed on the display, and Gaussian proﬁles were
added or removed and reﬁnement was continued.
All data analyzed satisﬁed the criterion of convergence and corresponded to a stable minimum.
Scattering domains having relative populations of
less than 0.10 were not reﬁned fully anisotropically
due to poor convergence and reﬁnement instability
and the MIJ matrix was set diagonal with
M11 ¼ M22 . In most cases this amounted to less
than 15% of the total population.

The mosaic spreads for a given scattering
domain were calculated from the second moment
M33 obtained from each scattering domain and
corrected for its instrumental broadening and
Lorentz proﬁle broadening according to Colapietro et al. [19] and Ferrer et al. [20], respectively.
Relative population-weighted averages were calculated for the mosaic spread of each scattering
domain for each protein. Domains having populations less than 0.10 were not used in data
compilation.
Second moments M33 obtained for two silicon
test crystals corresponded to values of 0.00668 and
0.00528, and correction for instrumental and
Lorentz broadening yielded mosaic spreads of
0.00438 and 0.00428, respectively. The mosaic
spreads were, however, quite sensitive to energy
resolution – an increase of 2 eV reduced the mosaic
spreads by 1–2 millidegrees. For the majority of
the protein data, the contribution of the instrumental broadening factor was not signiﬁcant and
only inﬂuenced mosaic spreads of the very sharp
Gaussian domains by less than one millidegree.
2.9. Protein storage
Protein stability was assessed in terms of protein
aggregation. Irreversible protein aggregation is
protein concentration independent and can be
distinguished by dilution from reversible aggregation that is concentration dependent. Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) experiments on dilute
protein solutions were used to detect aggregation.
Measurements were performed using a DynaPro801 TC (Protein Solution, Charlotteville, VA)
apparatus. The laser wavelength was 853.4 nm,
and measurements were taken at a scattering angle
of 908. DLS software yielded estimates of sample
polydispersity, allowing assessment of protein
sample heterogeneity. Sample polydispersity is
deﬁned by the standard deviation of the spread
of particle sizes about the average hydrodynamic
radius. Relative polydispersity is deﬁned by the
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value.
A protein solution having a value of 525%
is considered to be essentially monodisperse
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according to the manufacturer. The protein
samples used for DLS analysis were residual
protein samples from the CAPE mission, and
measurements were taken on earth to coincide
within days of on-orbit activation on Mir. For
comparison, DLS measurements also have been
included from a simulation where samples of
puriﬁed protein were stored in a soluble state at
concentrations for crystallization experiments and
immediately shipped to the CAPE mission integration center. To ensure adequate and nonartifactual DLS signal measurement, protein
samples were centrifuged and ﬁltered prior to
measurement through an inorganic alumina matrix
membrane ﬁlter (0.02 mm) recommended by the
manufacturer. Each sample was diluted such that
the protein-concentration-dependent DLS signal
exceeded 3 times the signal from sample buﬀer
alone. Protein samples were diluted to lowest
possible protein concentrations ( 0.2 mg/ml ﬁnal
protein concentration) to promote a non-aggregated state for each protein sample. A doubleexponential (bimodal) analysis was performed
of the DLS signal to estimate gross populations of
protein species at the time of CAPE activation.

3. Results
3.1. Domain analysis
Each intensity rocking curve measured was
satisfactorily ﬁtted by a linear sum of 3-D
Gaussian proﬁles. A breakdown into gravitational
environment and quality of the Gaussian decomposition of the rocking intensity measurements
for the paired protein crystals is summarized in
Table 1. The number of Gaussian functions used
to interpret the rocking-curve data were between
four and ﬁve on average, and increased with the
complexity of the rocking-curve proﬁle. Reﬁnement against individual pixel data in each ﬁne slice
in a shoebox aﬀorded in many cases unambiguous
assignment of the scattering domain centroid,
which would not have been evident from onedimensional data analysis. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Individual scattering domains discerned were
ﬁtted by a single 3-D anisotropic Gaussian
function, and additional Gaussian functions were
added if necessary to improve the ﬁt to the data.
Gaussian functions characterizing populations of
50.10 were omitted from the subsequent data
analysis. The enhanced resolution aﬀorded by the
3-D data resulted in good convergence and more
stable reﬁnement, and the number of pixels used to
ﬁt the data aﬀorded a very large data-to-parameter
ratio. The ﬁt to the rocking-curve data by the
Gaussian model was satisfactory with agreement
between observed and calculated values on the
most part to within the theoretical goodness-of-ﬁt
value of 1. The weighting used in the reﬁnement
did not take into account incident beam ﬂuctuations and thus data ﬁt for strong intensity proﬁles
resulted in goodness-of-ﬁt values somewhat greater than 1.
3.2. Segregated mosaic model
Scattering domains were distinguished in terms
of their positions and moment matrices. Well
resolved scattering domains, characterized by
small moment matrices, hence possessing well
separated centroids, is consistent with spatial
separation of the scattering domains, hence
diﬀraction occurring from distinct regions of the
protein crystal (see peaks in Fig. 2). Scattering
domains whose centroids overlap, seen in Fig. 1,
are consistent with the description of a protein
crystal containing embedded yet segregated scattering domains as shown in Fig. 3. In the case of a
few scattering domains, that is 3–4 Gaussians with
signiﬁcant populations, the spatial organization of
the domains was such that adjacent domains
frequently had least diﬀerences in mosaic spread.
3.3. Paired protein crystal comparisons
Diﬀraction proﬁles were compared on a domain
basis. When minor populations were excluded at
least two to four signiﬁcant domain populations
remained in most instances. The analysis
of diﬀerences between crystals then consisted of
comparing domains having the largest and smallest mosaic spread as well as the domain with the
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Fig. 2. Shoebox display of a rocking-curve proﬁle for ground crystal of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 comprising 11  11  64
pixels. Panels are the same as in Fig. 1. Panels on the left shows the diﬀerence between observed and calculated values and are scaled in
residual sigma units, the middle panels correspond to observed data, while the right panels show the calculated values from the least
squares analysis. Lower panels are linear proﬁles taken through the pixel indicated by the green + symbol. Lower right-hand side
panel clearly shows that the particular crystal contained at least six diﬀerent domains, the majority of which are spatially resolved.
Goodness of ﬁt obtained corresponded to 1.06.

Fig. 3. Segregated mosaic model describing the domain distribution in a scattering crystal. The domains are discrete and
correspond to distinct regions in the protein crystal. Each
domain has a particular mosaic spread, and the spatial
organization of the domains is such that adjacent domains
have minimal diﬀerences in mosaic spread.

largest population. As the same domain description applies to each reﬂection of a given crystal,
the pertinent mosaic spreads for each intensity
proﬁle of a protein crystal were averaged, using as
weights the reﬁned domain population. This
weighting scheme compensated for minor populations that varied among diﬀraction proﬁles. The
average population per protein crystal was also
computed for each tabulated domain. The averaged mosaic spreads and populations are shown
for each protein crystal pair in Table 2.
The sums of the population averages calculated
for the lowest and largest mosaic spreads, shown in
Table 2, comprise nearly half of the total scattering
domains and in most instances amount to more
than two thirds. The dispersion or standard
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Table 2
Mosaic spreads analyzed from protein samples ﬂown on CAPE missiona
Protein

Environment

Population having
largest mosaic spread,
averaged

Population having
smallest mosaic spread,
averaged

Mosaic spread
of largest population,
averaged

hpi

hZib

hpi

hZib

hpi

hZib

Cholesterol oxidasec

Ground
Space

0.59
0.34

76.2
32.1

0.36
0.38

26.7
16.8

0.63
0.53

69.3
22.1

Duck I crystallinc

Ground
Space

0.39
0.34

24.1
15.3

0.48
0.41

11.7
7.2

0.61
0.48

16.2
8.5

E. coli aldolased

Ground
Space

0.27
0.38

41.6
91.9

0.25
0.15

14.6
29.7

0.35
0.48

26.5
73.2

Fru-1,6 pasec

Ground
Space

0.26
0.52

159.6
55.4

0.20
0.20

69.9
16.3

0.34
0.52

131.9
50.6

H162N Duck II crystallinc

Ground
Space

0.51
0.30

106.0
46.8

0.25
0.32

49.9
28.2

0.55
0.48

99.3
34.2

Lysozyme

Ground
Space

0.28
0.39

36.8
36.4

0.39
0.60

16.8
20.0

0.48
0.66

21.7
24.8

Plasminogen activator
inhibitor-1c

Ground

0.24

224.9

0.16

47.4

0.29

155.8

Space

0.31

171.1

0.15

25.9

0.33

150.8

Rabbit muscle aldolased

Ground
Space

0.31
0.46

20.5
52.9

0.22
0.53

8.7
47.8

0.39
0.58

13.3
47.4

Thaumatin

Ground
Space

0.41
0.44

11.6
41.1

0.37
0.41

9.8
10.1

0.54
0.52

10.9
31.0

Xylanase

Ground
Space

0.35
0.44

68.0
68.0

0.33
0.34

14.9
17.1

0.47
0.52

40.4
56.0

a

Mosaic spread determination was performed using a double-blind protocol, described, to ensure unbiased analysis.
Z units are in millidegrees.
c
Microgravity reduced mosaic spread.
d
Microgravity was not beneﬁcial.
b

deviations calculated with respect to the average
populations (not shown) were less than 50% of the
population value in all proteins and with least
dispersion obtained invariably where rocking-curve
analysis contained only few minor populations. The
results reﬂect that a given scattering domain is
present approximately to the same extent in each of
the diﬀraction proﬁles for a protein crystal.
The mosaic spreads hZi for both smallest and
largest scattering domains shown in Table 2,
clearly show that for ﬁve out of the 10 protein

pairs (denoted by superscript c), a shift to smaller
mosaic domain spreads is observed for protein
crystals grown in microgravity. These domains in
many cases can represent together more than 2/3
of the scattering matter making up the protein
crystal. Only for two protein pairs shown in
Table 2 (denoted by superscript d) does microgravity apparently have a negative inﬂuence
on PCG. The remaining three protein pairs
are neutral with regard to microgravity inﬂuence. These conclusions also apply to the mosaic
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Table 3
Dynamic light scattering experiments on CAPE ﬂight samples coincident with hardware activation on Mir
Protein

Cholesterol oxidase
Duck I crystallin
E. coli aldolase
Fru-1,6 pase
H162N Duck II crystallin
Lysozyme
Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1
Rabbit muscle aldolase
Thaumatin
Xylanase

Storage
concentration
(mg/ml)

Relative polydispersity
Initiala

30 days

21.8
9
7.5
5
9.3
10
2
3
30
3.75

0.55
0.30
0.16
ND
0.51
50.1
ND
0.17
50.1
0.55

0.38
0.36
0.39
}
0.65
0.15
}
0.39
0.30
}

Bimodal analysis 30 days

Monomeric and aggregatesb
Monomeric and aggregatesb
Monomeric and aggregatesb
Signal unstablec
Aggregationd
Monomeric and few aggregatesb
Signal to noise insuﬃciente
Monomeric and aggregatesb
Monomeric and aggregatesb
Signal to noise insuﬃciente

a

Initial refers to measurements made within less than 5 days of puriﬁcation.
Aggregates detected based on molecular weights obtained from bimodal analysis.
c
DLS signal displayed signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations unsuitable for molecular weight estimation.
d
Monomeric population not detected
e
Protein signal was less than 3X of sample buﬀer. ND}Not determined
b

spread hZi of the domain having the largest
population.
Analysis of the domain mosaic spreads of each
reﬂection proﬁle for a given protein crystal
revealed no systematic variation in hZi values as
a function of resolution.
3.4. Mission problems
The success of the CAPE mission was aﬀected
by ﬂuid leakage out of some of the sliding block
half-wells and temperature excursions on the space
station Mir from the nominal set point of 228C. In
some cases, the latter could have caused the
former. Thus, not all protein solutions ﬂown on
the mission yielded crystals; however, due to the
large number of protein samples ﬂown on the
mission, numerous protein crystals were obtained.
3.5. Protein aggregation
Polydispersity of protein samples, summarized
in Table 3, is signiﬁcant even when the protein
solution was diluted at the end of 30 days. For
some proteins, however, relative polydispersity
was considerable even prior to experiment activation. The bimodal molecular weight analysis
indicated the presence of higher molecular weight

species than native protein, consistent with protein
aggregation in the protein samples. The presence
of aggregates or aggregation is consistent with
signal losses and instability noted following sample
ﬁltration. Without sample ﬁltration, DLS measurements were highly erratic. Retention of aggregates in the sub-micron ﬁlter may indicate the
presence of micron-sized particles in solution prior
to CAPE activation.

4. Discussion
All protein crystals grown, be it in a microgravity environment or on earth, exhibit imperfections. The mosaic spread values obtained from our
analysis when compared to the mosaic spread
calculated for a perfect protein crystal, 200 mm in
size [13], are at least an order of magnitude greater.
From Table 2, protein crystals of duck I crystallin,
grown in microgravity, had the lowest mosaic
spread hZi of 0.00728. Rabbit muscle aldolase
crystals grown on earth had the next lowest value
for hZi of 0.00878. Both lysozyme and thaumatin
crystals showed no clear distinction between
growth on earth or microgravity although their
domain mosaic spreads had values of 0.0178 and
0.0108, respectively, among the lowest of all
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protein pairs. Rocking-curve data reported for
lysozyme [15] and thaumatin [28], also derived
from microgravity studies, have hZi values of
0.00028 and 0.0028, respectively, and are an order
of magnitude smaller compared to the values in
this study. The hZi values shown in Table 2 are,
however, similar to hZi values reported for
apocrustcyanin C1 crystals grown in microgravity
[29]. That several crystals on CAPE had hZi
values smaller than the smallest hZi value of
0.01188 reported for apocrustcyanin C1 crystals
suggests that CAPE mission problems did not
adversely impact all proteins. Depending on its
direction, crystal cracking could produce an
apparent trend with resolution based on a 1-D
rocking curve analysis; however, the use of 3-D
Gaussian analysis minimizes such a potential
artifact. In cases where diﬀraction proﬁles from
protein crystals showed multiple peaks, such as
those seen in Figs. 1 and 2, mosaic spreads derived
from scattering domains of the diﬀerent peaks did
not show systematic diﬀerences. If mechanical
handling contributed strain, this was not apparent
from the analysis nor was it anisotropic in nature.
The spatial resolution of individual scattering
domains from the rocking-curve analysis by
anisotropic three-dimensional Gaussian functions
is consistent with each scattering domain physically belonging to a distinct region in the protein
crystal. The segregated mosaic model proposed in
Fig. 3 embodies such a spatially discrete distribution of scattering domains having distinct mosaicities. The model implies that individual mosaic
blocks are not randomly distributed throughout
the crystal but segregated into domains that
possess characteristic mosaic spreads and giving
the protein crystal texture. Topographical studies
on tetragonal lysozyme crystals at diﬀerent rocking curve settings indicate texture by showing
considerable variation in scattered intensity across
the crystal [30]. The segregated model, shown in
Fig. 3, also entails spatial ordering of domains in
terms of their mosaic spreads implying concentration gradients with respect to perfection within the
protein crystal. Synchrotron studies on a tabular
hydrogenase crystal indeed observed progressive
changes in resolution of diﬀraction patterns along
the crystal length [31].
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The inﬂuence of microgravity does not entail
conceptual modiﬁcation of the segregated mosaic
model. Rather, protein crystal growth in microgravity merely produces a global shift to domains
having smaller mosaic spreads in 5 of 10 protein
crystals and in two cases to larger mosaicity.
Except for the substantial greater value in mosaicity of the largest domain of thaumatin in
microgravity, the values of the mosaic spreads
shown for lysozyme, xylanase and thaumatin in
Table 2 indicate negligible inﬂuence by microgravity on these proteins.
All protein samples showed signiﬁcant protein
aggregation after prolonged storage. Furthermore,
from Table 3, some protein samples became
heterogeneous within days following puriﬁcation.
Protein aggregation does not necessarily compromise protein crystal growth if it is reversible on a
time scale capable of sustaining protein crystal
growth. Losses upon protein solution ﬁltering,
even upon prior dilution, as well as sample
heterogeneity at low dilution, argue in favor of
concentration independent or irreversible aggregates present in the protein sample. Filtering losses
imply these aggregates may be micron-sized in
some cases. The aggregates are in eﬀect selfimpurities, and their origin in puriﬁed protein can
be a consequence of protein instability. When
protein is maintained for prolonged periods in
solution prior to activation in microgravity or has
been subjected to aggressive puriﬁcation or both,
protein is susceptible to spontaneous denaturation
and unfolding. Exposure of hydrophobic surfaces
upon partial denaturation then leads to formation
of irreversible aggregates. Evidence for diﬀerential
colligative behavior has been shown for apoferritin
molecules under solution conditions where interactions among monomers are strongly repulsive
while those of apoferritin dimers and higher
oligomers, species resulting from partial denaturation of apoferritin monomers, were shown to be
attractive [32]. Given the high protein concentrations required to induce nucleation at supersaturation, protein solutions may contain signiﬁcant
concentrations of irreversible aggregates. Furthermore, for a crystal growth time scale that is
comparable to protein aggregation phenomena,
irreversible aggregates become a signiﬁcant con-
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Fig. 4. Model describing origin of segregated domains. Large
aggregates composed of convalently or conformationally
modiﬁed protein are in equilibrium with smaller aggregates
including monomeric growth units at sub-saturating concentrations and in conditions approaching those used for crystallization. The larger aggregates, containing partially unfolded
protein, can possess greater hydrophobic surface area than the
monomeric growth units, making them more susceptible to
aggregation under supersaturation or PCG activation, hence
more adherent. The larger aggregates, which can be micron in
size, will assemble preferentially forming the initial domain. The
subsequent domains are composed of less adherent aggregates
and the monomeric growth units forming the last domain.

taminant of the crystal growth process. It was
therefore surprising that half of the proteins ﬂown
on CAPE showed improvement when crystallized
in a microgravity environment were those exhibiting sample heterogeneity.
Self-impurities that are aggregates in equilibrium in the protein solution with smaller monomeric protein growth units can aﬀect the protein
crystal growth process. A PCG model is proposed
in Fig. 4 that considers the presence of aggregates
during crystal growth. The model proposes that
supersaturation conditions induce a graded interaction among aggregates and monomeric growth
units with strongest interaction among aggregates,
weakest interaction among monomers and intermediate interaction between monomers and aggregates. This tenant is reasonable given that the
aggregates may originate from modiﬁed and/or
partially denatured protein material that have
greater hydrophobic surface area and which
provides the driving force for association as water
molecules are displaced from the aggregate surface
in presence of precipitant. Large aggregates, by

providing a larger hydrophobic contact surface,
would thus be enriched in initial domains thereby
eﬀectively trapping the self-impurities. Preferential
aggregate association promotes segregation of
weaker interacting protein material and enriching
subsequent domains in the less adherent aggregates. If monomeric growth units are weakest
interacting then these will be enriched in the
terminal domain.
The growth model equally predicts domain
formation when self-impurities are rejected from
the crystal surface under growth conditions consistent with aggregates being less adherent than
monomeric growth units. Supersaturation conditions would promote domain formation composed
of monomeric growth units initially and least
adherent aggregates enriching the terminal domain. In this case, concentration of aggregates
excluded by the initial domain growth would
increase on the domain surface potentially hindering further monomeric transport and eventually
promoting formation of a domain composed of
less adherent aggregates. Domain dimension
would be a function of the colligative properties
of the aggregates or self-impurities as well as on
their transport kinetics in relation to the monomeric growth units. Independent of which growth
scenario applies, domains having higher concentrations of self-impurities have greater number of
imperfections and thus larger mosaic spreads.
Studies on the incorporation of either turkey
egg-white lysozyme or ovotransferrin into hen
egg-white lysozyme crystals created stresses in
lysozyme crystals producing defects that were
manifested in mosaic broadening [33].
Convection and sedimentation can inﬂuence the
PCG model proposed for domain formation and is
outlined in Fig. 5. Self-impurities, because of their
larger hydrodynamic size, have lower diﬀusivities
than monomeric growth units. If self-impurities
are preferentially trapped, as shown in Fig. 5a, a
concentration gradient will be transiently produced proximal to the growing crystal surface,
which will be more depleted in protein species of
larger hydrodynamic size compared to lower
molecular weight species. Modeling of crystal
growth process wherein the kinetic coeﬃcient for
impurity trapping is larger than the kinetic
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coeﬃcient describing incorporation of the basic
protein predicts an impurity depletion zone
around the growing crystal face [34,35]. As the
smaller molecular weight species are incorporated
into the terminal domain these in turn will exhibit
a depletion zone as has been observed in lysozyme
[36]. Convection will be deleterious to this process
by disturbing the depletion zone, thereby reducing
the concentration of monomeric growth units
vicinal to the crystal face and enriching, by
convective transport, the concentration of selfimpurities at the crystal surface that would
otherwise be kinetically excluded because of their
low diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Disturbances due to
convection, sedimentation out of the depletion
zone, or g-jitter processes would promote growth
of domains, composed of larger aggregates, which
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have large mosaic spreads. A diﬀusion-dominated
transport regime such as that present in a
microgravity environment could thus promote
growth of domains with smaller mosaicities. This
growth model is consistent with the observation
that the group of ﬁve proteins ﬂown on CAPE
were among those exhibiting greatest sample
heterogeneity nevertheless showed signiﬁcant improvement in mosaic spreads of their constituent
domains compared to ground controls. Protein
crystal growth experiments conducted in presence
of foreign proteins have indeed shown that there
are diﬀerential distributions between terrestrial
and space environments and lower impurity
incorporation in microgravity was consistent with
an impurity depletion zone arising around growing
crystals in absence of buoyancy driven convection
or stirring [34,35].
If self-impurities are rejected, then as shown in
Fig. 5b, self-impurities concentrate at the growing
domain surface. Convective disturbances or other
gravity-induced processes will favor domain
growth by monomeric growth units ﬁrstly by
reducing concentration of self-impurities at the
domain surface and secondly by enriching with
3——————————————————————————
Fig. 5. (a) Growth of a protein crystal, shown by arrow in
panel A, wherein larger aggregates are adherent resulting in
segregation of weakly adhering aggregates and monomeric
growth units to the domain surface, as suggested in panel B. As
the crystal increases in size, aggregate concentration diminishes
in front of the growing crystal face, shown by the solid line in
panel A graph, thereby creating an impurity concentration
gradient or depletion zone. Comparatively, monomeric growth
units are less depleted in front of the crystal face (dotted line in
graph A), and are capable of sustaining outgrowth of the
terminal domain. Convection would interfere with aggreate
trapping by continuously replenishing the crystal surface with
self-impurities. (b) Growth of a protein crystal, shown by arrow
in panel C, where the larger aggregates become less adherent
upon supersaturation than monomeric growth units. In this
case, the domain composed of monomeric growth units will
form ﬁrst followed by the domain composed of weaker
interacting aggregates. The aggregates accumulate on the
surface of the sticky domain, creating a concentration gradient
around it (solid line in graph C), while the region is depleted in
monomeric growth units (dotted line). The aggregate concentrations eventually interfere with monomeric transport and
growth of the monomeric domain ceases. Convection would
continuously cleanse the surface of the aggregate particles
promoting growth of the monomeric domain.
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monomeric growth units. In a microgravity
environment, a growth mechanism dominated by
rejection of self-impurities would result in domains
having larger mosaicities as was observed for the
aldolases. The large mosaic spread value observed
for thaumatin when grown in space might be a
consequence of the sample polydispersity observed
at 30 days. Trapping of self-impurities would
account for the larger mosaic spread. The remaining two proteins, lysozyme and xylanase, did not
show signiﬁcant diﬀerences in mosaic spreads of
domains in space compared to earth. Trapping of
self-impurities by rapid growth of monomeric
growth units that virtually exhausts all available
protein before signiﬁcant concentrations of new
self-impurities could build up would be consistent
with these ﬁndings.
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